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Abstract
Public officials are often ill-equipped when it comes to knowing how to regulate complex societal challenges, especially
those that involve cutting-edge scientific and technological advances that raise myriad ethical, moral, political, legal, reg-
ulatory and social questions. But what if technology could be used to improve the quality of regulation and legislation?
Online, tech-enabled participation methods, known as “CrowdLaw”, enable more individuals, not only interest groups, to
inform the legislative and policymaking processes. In this brief commentary, I survey a handful of global examples which
show CrowdLaw in use at each stage of the lawmaking process at the local level and exhibit how participation is improv-
ing outcomes.
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1. Introduction1
Communities are grappling with how to regulate new
technologies but alsowith how to stand up to the innova-
tive, yet powerful, private companies that created them.
However, public officials are often ill-equipped to nego-
tiate these deals, especially when they involve complex
and challenging scientific advances, such as autonomous
vehicles, Artificial Intelligence (AI), CRISPR gene editing,
or sensor networks. These technological and scientific
advances raise myriad ethical, moral, political, legal, reg-
ulatory and social questions (Cassani-Davis, 2015).1
These questions can include:
• Is current policymaking a legitimate and effective
way to make decisions about these technologies?
• Is it even legally acceptable to cede somuch power
to private interests?
• Is there away tomeasure the quality and effective-
ness of our legislation and policy?
As we shall explore, the demand on cities to legislate and
regulate complex issues effectively—made all the more
difficult and urgent because of the still-evolving nature
of new technologies—is precipitating the need for bring-
ing greater collective intelligence to bear to enhance the
lawmaking processes.
What if new technology could unlock better ap-
proaches to lawmaking that would enable more individ-
uals, not only interest groups, to weigh in, not simply on
how to advance stakeholder interest, but also on how
to solve our collective problems? What if the technolo-
gies of collective intelligence could prevent us from be-
ing subjugated by technological systems that we cannot
understand and that few of us can control. We need plat-
forms to connect public officials and institutions to ro-
bust sources of public wisdom in order to help improve
policymakers’ understanding of science and technology
(Susskind, 2018).
New participatory law and policymaking platforms—
what I call “CrowdLaw”—leverage technology to tap into
diverse opinions and expertise at each stage of the pol-
icymaking process to improve the quality of outcomes
(Noveck & Capone, 2017).
Although the name is new, the concept of public en-
gagement, of course, is not. But new terminology is war-
1 This article is based on a longer publication: Crowdlaw: Collective intelligence and lawmaking (Noveck, 2018).
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ranted to describe the burgeoning movement in insti-
tutionalized practices—as distinct from purely delibera-
tive civil society mechanisms—for using collective intel-
ligence to govern. (Alsina & Marti, 2018; Noveck, 2018).
CrowdLaw differs markedly in quantity and quality from
earlier forms of public participation for a variety of rea-
sons. First, CrowdLaw is institutionalized and connected
to formal decisionmaking, howmoney is spent, and how
power is wielded. Second, CrowdLaw focuses on obtain-
ing expertise and ideas instead of only opinions. It is not
merely a form of better polling or a way to win support-
ers for political causes, but it is designed to use collec-
tive intelligence to solve complex and difficult problems.
As such, it goes beyond direct democratic approaches
to blend more deliberative and thoughtful mechanisms
for making policy. Third, CrowdLaw emphasizes the in-
stitutional design needed for individuals to participate
and the design needed to digest this distributed knowl-
edge. The focus is not simply on the platform but on the
whole institutional process for gathering and using infor-
mation and translating that raw data into insights for law
and policymaking.
2. Five Stages of Policymaking
CrowdLaw experiments are taking place at every stage
of the law and policymaking process with differing levels
of success. Each stage has different informational needs
that could be met by an organized use of collective intel-
ligence. We examine an example of CrowdLaw at each of
five stages of lawmaking. The stages are, of course, ideal
types that in reality sometimes blend together. Nonethe-
less, distinguishing between them illustrates the need for
a careful design of a CrowdLawprocess in order to accom-
plish normative goals.
2.1. Problem Identification: vTaiwan (Taiwan)
The vTaiwan experimental e-consultation platform cre-
ated and led by Taiwanese Digital Minister Audrey Tang
enables the broader public to participate in an ongo-
ing process of problem identification. vTaiwan is a multi-
step, multi-platform method which enables people to
flesh out and define a problem posed by the government
using an online forum.
The participants collaboratively compose an open,
online glossary to ensure that the relevant terms are
properly defined. If the definition of the problem is
agreed upon by participants, they then proceed with the
“discovery” session. They use this meeting to discover
any important issues that both sides have. After this,
the self-selected group moves to discuss solutions. The
vTaiwan method utilizes Pol.is, a machine-learning soft-
ware that sorts and clusters responses into categories for
more efficient review and discussion. This brings atten-
tion to the most popular ideas but also allows for the for-
mation of working groups who turn the findings into pol-
icy recommendations that are then delivered to the ad-
ministration. Inmore than 80% of cases, the issueswhich
have been defined by the public have beenmet with gov-
ernment interest and action. This is largely because the
process involves civil servants, lawmakers, citizens and
stakeholders in the conversation from the beginning. As
the creators explain, the process they follow is designed
to lead to “coherence, not necessarily consensus”.
So far, 26 national issues, including the regulation of
telemedicine, online education, telework, company law
and Uber, have been discussed with over 200,000 peo-
ple participating. Although small and still not the norm,
it is a very promising approach, largely because of Tang’s
leadership in both the civic technology community from
which she came and the government which she now
serves. Tang has been able to establish a connection be-
tween public participation and power.
2.2. Solution Identification: Better Reykjavik (Iceland)
In Reykjavik, Iceland, following the banking crisis of 2008,
public trust in institutions plummeted. Despite having
the oldest parliament in the world and a stable, high-
functioning democracy, people’s faith in their political
leadership faltered.
Active citizens built an open source platform and pro-
cess known as Better Reykjavik, an open forum web plat-
form for “idea generation” and “policy crowdsourcing”. It
gave citizens a forum to present and discuss ideas related
to the services and operations of the city of Reykjavik.
The website is a simple ideation platform where citizens
can post their ideas on relevant topics such as education,
transportation, tourism and welfare. They can rate one
another’s ideas and debate amongst each other in the
comment sections. This website has been used by 20%
of Iceland’s population and over half of the people reg-
istered use it regularly, along with 1.5 million people in
20 countries who use copycat versions of the platform.
A “pros and cons” feature promotes well-reasoned
arguments among users of the site by encouraging them
to sort and organize their own feedback. This results
in a compilation of the best arguments for and against
each of the ideas along with a list of solutions. The true
novelty is not the technology, but the process which re-
quires that the city try to implement the public’s best
ideas. Each month, the five highest rated ideas are pro-
cessed by the appropriate government standing commit-
tee. This has led to the implementation of hundreds of
ideas from citizens.
The Icelandic case demonstrates the practical exam-
ple of collaborative decision-making between state and
citizens to solve problems, highlighting theways in which
the public can inform the policymaking process with new,
innovative and more creative thinking (Olafsson, 2016).
It is worth, however, reflecting on how the process and
platform could be improved throughmore careful distinc-
tion between defining problems and finding solutions. In
addition to this, a better empirical understanding of the
institutional impact would be greatly beneficial.
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2.3. Drafting: Marco Civil (Brazil)
The process of drafting legislation, which offers instruc-
tions to the implementing agencies and to the public, in-
volves turning a policy proposal into a document with
legal validity. This is typically done behind closed doors
with professional staff assisting politicians to ensure cor-
rect formatting, indexing and referencing back to ear-
lier legislation. Participating in this stage is challenging
because it demands a high level of commitment and a
greater knowledge of the subject matter. There are two
ways tomake participation in this stage easier. Either par-
ticipants must have a good understanding of the legal re-
quirements of the process or administrators need to first
create a draft without technical jargon and use this to
work out the details with non-experts. It can be said that
collaboration during this phase could be seen as an in-
vasion of the inner sanctum of the politician’s preserve
and threatens the essence of representative democracy.
When politicians are able to overcome that fear, how-
ever, it creates an opportunity for truly open and inclu-
sive lawmaking.
For example, in 2009, the Ministry of Justice in Brazil
collaborated with a local law school to launch an in-
teractive website where they posted the first draft of
the Marco Civil—a new bill on Internet freedom—for
public comments (Souza, Viola, & Lemos, 2017). This
website allowed individual citizens and organizations—
includingNGOs, businesses, and political parties—to add
to the law’s content. More than 800 contributions were
received in the form of comments, e-mails, alternative
drafts and references. After three more collaborative
drafting phases, the bill was sent to Congress in 2011 and
then-President Dilma Rousseff ratified the bill with the
support of four ministries.
Although France and the Philippines both followed
Brazil’s lead, examples of public participation in writing
legislation are still few and far between. A handful of pi-
lot projects have been largely successful but there is still
a need for more experimentation to determine:
• What is the impact of an extended versus a short-
ened drafting process?
• What happens when legislative staff participates
actively with the public as opposed to leaving citi-
zens and civil societies to draft on their own?
• Given its technical nature, does involving the pub-
lic in drafting actually pay off in terms of improving
the legitimacy or the effectiveness of the process?
2.4. Implementation: MindLab (Denmark)
After the legislation is drafted and passed, it still has to be
implemented. This is normally the responsibility of the
agency to which the legislation has been delegated. Im-
plementation provides another opportunity to practice
many of the same techniques already outlined as well as
to engage with the public in developing concrete strate-
gies to apply. For the last 16 years in Denmark, Mindlab,
a cross-ministry innovation lab, facilitated the active in-
volvement of Danish citizens and businesses in devel-
oping new public-sector solutions. That is, public ser-
vants from Danish ministries brought policy challenges
to MindLab for citizens and business stakeholders to col-
lectively participate in the decision-making process, the
development of prototypes and large-scale experiments
along with the ministries.
MindLab’s work focused on human centered design
and used iterative design methods such as user jour-
neys, expert interviews, what-if scenarios, and prioritiza-
tion grids to manage the engagement process. Insights
were gathered from their experiments and prototypes
in order to determine how initiatives would be imple-
mented by the Danish ministries (MindLab, 2018). In do-
ing so, MindLab directly involved the public in the cre-
ation and testing of actual services, policies andprograms.
MindLab, however, did not use big data or agile new tech-
nology in its work. For this and other political reasons,
it was disbanded in spring 2018 and incorporated into a
new initiative focused on digital and tech-based innova-
tion. Nonetheless, it illustrated the value of involving the
public in the implementation process as their experience
can aid in producing more detailed and precise plans.
2.5. Evaluation: Social Auditing in Ghana—TransGov
Sadly, policymaking and legislation often end with enact-
ment. There is no systematic effort to understand the
impact a law had or whom it impacted. Evaluation plays
an important role as it provides feedback which can be
used to improve existing service delivery and inform fu-
ture policy formulation. This stage of the lawmaking pro-
cess is the one most in need of CrowdLaw projects.
TransGov is a platform created in 2014 to help Ghana-
ian citizens monitor the progress of local development
projects by empowering citizens to hold their govern-
ment accountable for faulty or incomplete infrastructure
projects and service delivery in their localities.
TransGov curates a list of projects in local communi-
ties and gives people the ability to comment on them.
Today TransGov has 600,000 registered users who pro-
vide feedback through the TransGovwebsite,mobile app,
by SMS or using Interactive Voice Response (IVRS). Al-
though not strictly legislative in nature, it is an instruc-
tive example of giving citizens power and using their col-
lective intelligence to monitor policy outcomes thereby
creating an evaluative feedbackmechanism. Social audit-
ing and monitoring of this kind that take advantage of
the distributed power of citizens tomonitor the effective-
ness of policies could improve legislative practices if they
are systematically implemented as part of the lawmak-
ing process.
With experimentation and testing, CrowdLawhas the
potential to go beyond accountability to make public in-
stitutions more effective by enabling decision-makers to
leverage diverse and innovative solutions to solve prob-
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lems more quickly. CrowdLaw can also help by identify-
ing problems like structural inequality which have long
been neglected and are yet to be solved.
3. Conclusion
Despite having no special training, city officials are often
expected to make decisions about an impossibly wide
range of complex issues. It is no wonder that in a 2018
survey, the average level of trust that people in 28 coun-
tries have in their governments was only 43% and far
lower in many places (Edelman, 2018).
Making policy and legislation that will protect the
public while stimulating innovation and the economy
demands more expertise. Even the most capable politi-
cians and public servants do not possess all the exper-
tise needed to understand the root causes of problems
and then turn the available information into coherent
and effective policy. But what if collective intelligence
mechanisms could help?What if to become smarter, our
cities could tap into their greatest asset, that is, the in-
telligence and expertise of both their residents and the
global public?
We need to re-imagine the processes by which we
make laws and regulations. CrowdLaw brings with it
the promise of improving the quality and effectiveness
of lawmaking while also strengthening citizenship. The
projects in Taiwan and Iceland among others are begin-
ning to take off and demonstrate what is possible.
However, it is not always clear how current practices
improve the quality of decision-making. Given that they
often combine problem identification with problem solv-
ing, jumble drafting with commenting and confuse im-
plementation with evaluation, it can be said that these
practices are not as well-designed as they could be. The
projects that genuinely improve the quality of lawmaking
seem to be those that are designed to meet the specific
informational needs for that stage of problem solving.
However, empirical testing is required in order to under-
stand whether CrowdLaw practices enhance or degrade
the substantive quality of democratic decision-making.
These processes utilize software and can be altered
with ease so they are capable of running experiments
that can test which features of the platform lead to in-
creased participation by a diverse group of individuals.
The software can also measure the impact on lawmakers
and the lawmaking process.
For example, one could test whether providing users
with a checklist, directions and a set of required fields
leads to more implementable and realistic proposals.
CrowdLaw practices can be greatly beneficial to public
institutions which face public pressure to create more
legitimate and effective ways to govern. Therefore, re-
search needs to be done to understand the impact of
CrowdLaw on the public, city councils and the strength
of our democracy.
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